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Abstract. Yamaguchi, Okayama, and Miyahara proposed a simple but efficient au-

thentication system, SPLICE/AS. In this article, we show that their method is vulnerable

to the guessing attack. An attacker can obtain the password, private-key, and public-key of

the user. To overcome the vulnerability of SPLICE/AS to the guessing attack, we propose

an improvement of their system. In our scheme, we not only prevent the guessing attack

to obtain secret messages but also enhance the security of the SPLICE/AS authentication

system in WIDE.
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1. Introduction
Today, password authentication systems are wide spread. To prevent a password
from being compromised is an important work (Abadi, 1997, Hwang, 1999, H-
wang, 2000). The WIDE (Widely Integrated Distributed Environment) started in
1988 as a research project (Murai, 1989). In WIDE, the access level to the serv-
er each user holds can be determined. In 1990, Yamaguchi et al. proposed an
efficient authentication system SPLICE/AS for WIDE (Yamaguchi, 1990).

In this article, we show that there is a weakness in the SPLICE/AS. An u-
nauthorized person can use the guessing attack (Li, 1993) to obtain a legal user’s
password and then obtain the legal user’s private and public keys. Furthermore,
we propose an improved method to prevent this guessing attack.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
give a brief review of the SPLICE/AS authentication system and point out the
vulnerability of the system. In Section 3, we propose an improved method to
overcome the vulnerability of the SPLICE/AS system. In Section 4, we discuss
the security of our scheme. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.
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Table 1. The abbreviations and notations.

C Client identity.
S Server identity.
AS Authentication Server.
SKA Secret key of entity A.
PKA Public key of entity A.
PWA Password of entity A.
[M ]K Encrypt the message M using symmetric cryptosystem with secret keyK.
A→ B : msg Send the message msg from A to B.

2. The Weakness of the SPLICE/AS
In this section, we discuss the key acquisition session in SPLICE/AS (Yam-
aguchi, 1990). In Table 1, we give the abbreviations and the notations used in
SPLICE/AS.

To login SPLICE/AS system for network services, each user must have
his/her identity which is authenticated by the authentication server (AS), and
then obtain the private and public keys. If a user has his/her keys, he/she can re-
quest services to the server with his/her keys. The procedures for getting keys are
described in Figure 1.
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-

�Client AS

C, [C,AS,Nonce]PWC

AS, [C,AS,Nonce, PKC , SKC , PKAS ]PWC

Fig. 1. SPLICE/AS protocol for getting keys.

• Step 1: Through a client program, the user inputs his/her passwordPWC

to construct ([C,AS,Nonce]PWC ) and then sends his/her identityC and
the message[C,AS,Nonce]PWc to AS.

• Step 2: When AS receives these messages from the client, AS analyzesC

and obtains his/her passwordPWC which is stored in the database. AS
uses the passwordPWC to decrypt the message[C,AS,Nonce]PWC . If
the decrypted user’s identity is correct, AS admits the client as a legal
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user and then sends the messages,AS,
[C,AS,Nonce, PKC , SKC , PKAS ]PWC , to the client. The client can
obtain his/her private key, public key, and AS’s public key using
passwordPWC . Therefore, the user can acquire the keys in a secure
manner.

The cryptosystem between the client and AS uses a conventional encryp-
tion/decryption algorithm.

The SPLICE/AS system can be attacked using the guessing attack (Li, 1993).
In fact, an unauthorized person can intercept the messageC, [C,AS,Nonce]PWC

of another user from the open network in Figure 1. The unauthorized person can
then guess a candidatePW ′C to try to decrypt the message. If the decrypted user’s
identity is correct, the unauthorized person assumed thatPWC = PW ′C . Oth-
erwise, he/she tries the next candidate passwordPW ′C until the decrypted user’s
identity is correct.

Most passwords are a meaningful short string of numbers. A guessing at-
tack can be used against SPLICE/AS off-line (Li, 1993). Therefore, the guessing
attack is computationally feasible.

Once the unauthorized person obtains an authorized user’sPWC through the
guessing attack, he/she can intercept the messagesAS, [C,AS,Nonce, PKC ,
SKC , PKAS ]PWC in Figure 1, to decrypt the message usingPWC . Therefore,
he/she can obtain the private keySKC and public keyPKC of the user.

If the unauthorized person has an authorized user’s keys, he/she can forge
his/her identity to request services from the server. Therefore, the system is inse-
cure.

3. Our Improvement Method
To overcome the guessing attack in SPLICE/AS system, an improved method is
proposed in this paper. The main idea of the method is to use a long random num-
berr to immunize the guessing attack. In this section, we define that a one-way
functionf(x) is equal togx mod p, wherex is an integer;p is a large prime and
g is a generator forZ∗p . The parametersg, p, andf(·) are opened. The parameter
x is secret. The procedures of the method are described as follows and shown in
Figure 2.

• Step 1: Through a client program, user inputs a private value
f(PWC + r) to construct ([C,AS,Nonce]f(PWC+r)), wherePWC is
the user’s password; andr is a very long random number. Next, the user
sends his/her identity,R⊕ PWC , and[C,AS,Nonce]f(PWC+r) to AS,
whereR = f(r) (i.e.,R = gr mod p).
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�Client AS

C, [C,AS,Nonce]f(PWC+r), R⊕ PWC

AS, [C,AS,Nonce, PKC , SKC , PKAS ]f(PWC+r)

Fig. 2. Our improved protocol for getting keys.

• Step 2: When AS receives these messages from the client, AS analyzesC

and obtains his/her passwordPWC which is stored in the database. AS
derivesR fromR⊕ PWC ⊕ PWC . AS then obtainsf(PWC + r) as
follows.

f(PWC)×R
= gPWC × gr mod p,

= gPWC+r mod p,

= f(PWC + r). (1)

Next, AS usesf(PWC + r) to decrypt the message
[C,AS,Nonce]f(PWC+r). AS thus obtainsC,AS, and Nonce. If the
user’s identityC is correct, AS trusts the client as a legal user and sends
the messages,AS, [C,AS,Nonce, PKC , SKC , PKAS ]f(PWC+r), to
client. The client can obtain his/her private key, public key, and AS’s
public-key usingf(PWC + r). Therefore, the user can acquire the keys
in a secure manner.

The cryptosystem between the client and AS is a symmetric encryp-
tion/decryption algorithm, such as DES, AES, IDEA, etc. (Schneier, 1996).

4. Security Analysis
The security of our method is based on discrete logarithms (Diffie, 1976). It is
difficult to obtainf(PWC+r) without knowingPWC andr. If an attacker wants
to obtainf(PWC + r), he/she must guess an integerx such thatx = PWC + r.
Sincer is a long random number (i.e., 512 bits in length), the probability of
guessingx is less than 1

2512 .
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Since the attacker cannot obtainf(PWC + r), he/she cannot decrypt the
transmitted message and obtain the private and public keys of the user. Therefore,
our method is secure.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have shown a weakness in SPLICE/AS. An unauthorized person
can use guessing attack to obtain a legal user’s password and then obtain the le-
gal user’s private and public keys. In addition, we proposed an improved method
against the guessing attack. The security of our method is based on discrete log-
arithms.
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